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1. Introduction

Considerations

• Obtaining detailed activity data is challenging.

• Determining the fleet in detail is not simple.

• Very difficult to spatially disaggregate.
Review – Mobile Machinery

Items for the Guidebook

• Guidance on surveys?
• Updating diesel and gasoline Efs for T2
• Update fuel split info T2
• Update Tier 3 Efs (TREMOD data)
• Tier ½ (if no fuel data)
• Indicative splits into stationary/mobile
• Tier 1.5 (indicators)
• Regional groupings
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1. Introduction

Considerations

• EFs can be highly variable for “same” sources.

• Not very detailed methodology for the size of source.
  – Typically one EF per fuel type

• Limited spatial information included in maps
Conclusions

• Measurements and emissions factors
  • Do we need more measurements?
  • Measurement techniques
  • Are current EFs sufficient?
  • *Bad practice* emission factors/methods?
• Other guidance?
  • Age profiles?
  • Mapping national technologies to GB classes?
  • Spatial mapping guidance?...

Identified research needs